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Preface

Kati

,This)pulletin is intended to assist uses of fumigant pesticides, prepared
for certification under the Michigan Pesticre-Control Act of 197'6. die
manual was prepared by: Mr. R. L. Moore, Animayand Plant Health Inspection,
.Service, United States'Department of` Agriculture,; Mr. R. L. Mesecher,
Plant Industr Division, Michigan Department of Agriculture; and Dr. G. Bird,.

',Department of knomology,-Michigan:Ptate University.

A list of self-help questions and instructions for completing the -

questions aie'at the end of each section. If you encounter difficulties in
using the manual, please consult your county agricul ural extension agent
or representative of:lithe Michigan Department of Agri lture for( ssistance.

Some suggestions on studying the manual are:

1. Find a place and time for study where you will not be disturbed.

Tv

2. Reread the entire manual through once to understand the scope and form'ofA

resentation of the material.,

3. Then study one sectio0 of the manual at a time. Y u may want o'underline
important points in the manual or take written not s as you f dy the

ii. sVction. . .

, ..

4. Answer'; in writing, the self-help queStions at-the end of each section....:.
useInstructions on how to use thei;self7help questions in your study are

included with the questions. These cuestions are intended .t.0 aid in your
study andto help yo aluate your knowledge of the subject: As such,
they are an importan p ?t of yOurlsudy.

,- i

5. Reread the entire manual once again n you have. finished studying all
of its sections. Review with care a y sections that you' feel you do not'

-...fully. understand.

This manual is intended to help you use') pesticides effectively and
safely when they are needed.- We hopethat you will review it occasionally
to keep the material fresh in your mind.7.*

- ,
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INTRODUCTION

Fumigation is the distrilbuting4
spaces-and materials. liecau gas molecules exist

they spread widely into smalrcracks and crevices' and penetrate into tightly

k.\

a chemical pestibide as a gas throuth

separately and.indepaildently,*

: -packed materials: -The term "space fumigation" designates generally a wide
. . .

.

range of treatments in enclosed spaces which either,contain infested materials
,

orlhemselves have residual insect populations. This spreading of 'individual.

molecules differentiates fumigants from'aero Is such as 'amokes, fogs or mists.

,,,The aerosols are discharged as very fine'particles wilich remain suspended in

the air long enough to be distributed. Aerosols are unable to penetrate even

small, distances into materials. For aerosols to 'be effective,. tie pest must

be exposed or easily reached-.

,
N .

All fumigations should,be under the supervisionfs an individual who knows

)the nature of th ,chemical being used and its hazards. All. effective

to plant; animal, and human life and should be handled (4are potentially dangerous

with due care and judgmen

1.

Fumigants offer th

fumigants.

4

llowing advantagedOwer other pesticides:

Most fumigants commonly used

spiders, mites anti rodents.

4.0

are toxic to all animal p sts, insects,

2. The use of ft gents is usually'the guitke method of controlling pests.

3. Fumig'ants will usually reach pests where sprays,

be applied.

pOwders or dusts cannot
I

4. Some fumigants can be used to kill pests in or near food, leaving no harm-

ful residues, whereas other pesticides may cont inate or taint food:

5. In specific situations, fumigants may be

treatments by sprays_or

9
Some disaady,antages

dusts.

of. fumigants are:

1. Most fumigants are very toxic to mart

Fumigants leave 'no residual post control

less expensive
I

than repeated

after aeration..
. (



3. More specialized proteo ive equipment, such as gas masks, gas leak

detectors,' etc. ardirequirea.

4 The application of /fnmigants\pequires more technihal skill.
..

/ , n . '
5 The labor involved .nay make the cost high.

6. More application and operational equipment nay be needed.

7, The use of fumigants may cause inconvenience to people who:live or work

in the building. . er t

o

11w

8."."More than one. technician must always be present in any fumigation'

operatAn. (4y

9. Some fumigants are expensive, corrosive, or tayleave residues.
.

10. Special,permitd or licenses are required in many areas.

NATURE ANDEFFECTS. OF FUMIGANTS

.\.... .
-$. : .....--

How Fumigants Kill Pests
1

°

r

It has been very difficult to determine exactly how fumigants affect

insects. Scientists haveexppred the quetion for many years but are not ,

in complftgLagreement as to just how different fumigants cause death. In
$,.

4
general, fumigants reach the tissues of insects through the respiratory system.

The-ilighest percentage. of kill'is caused by the entrance of the fumigant into

'''the cells. In.,,T inost sects, oxygen -is taken'into the body through the spiracles.

Once inside the body, okygen and the accompanying fumigantaA diffused through

the thin cell walls. Inspiratory movement of the in*ct's abdomeneand thorax
I -acts to assist. diffusion. The matter of diffusion has/..a practical bearing upoirl

.

commodity,Eumigation. Insects are most active during periodsof optimum :
, -

....--

teMp(catures as they breathe norms and, therefore, absprb more fumigant than$

they do during cold,.inactive.period- This plus the fact that at the lowe±
,.

temperatures gas is less active is one of the reasoA that higher dosages of

fumigants must be used as temperature deoreases(io compensate for i action of
. r

ithe insect. A certain amount., of gas"will'enter the-.cells of inapt e insects,

buts high concentrations are required to diffitise into the cells and

C

±_,

ill the pest.
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Some fumigsnta:appear to kill insects by ,'preventing the assimilation of '"'

ygen in the cells. Others niay,kill by Mechanical y preventing oxygen froM,
I , 4

reaching the:insect. Methyl bromide and ethylene ibromide appear to.kill by"
, . . .-

affecting theen,, Zymes-in some' vial/which preventstissues
*

from uniting'with J,

oxygen,
:.

,

,. .

. .
,

.

,
When fUmigating,.lethal fumes are released within at enclosure The

,

person applyingthe.: fUmigation treatment cannot see and, in some cases, cannot

smell the fuMes.'The pesta w h
.

he seeks toLk11,may be'hidden awaysin the'
,

. v

q-heart of a, grapefruit or a bale of hay, but the invisible fumes must be -capable

of killirig them regardless of the stage-of. developme or where 'they are located.
,

Therefore, fumigationloperat4s need to know the pot 'tial.offumiga and"'' how

to apply Oem properly.
.

\ _

;,
The most important envii-onmentalgactor influencing-the action'of.fumigants,

. `-. "
on insects 'is temperature, In the range_of normal fumigating temperatures ...

' i

from 10 °C. to 35 °C. (50o ,F to 95 °F) -, the concentS)Ation of,the fumigant,re aired"'
. ,

)"/.4
o

4.to kill, a given stagesof an insect-species decreaSes with the rise InteMpeza",ture.
,

'

,..,.
o ----, 1

From the purely biological standpoipt this is mainIztue to, the increased rate,
t_

of metabolism of the insect's responthe to the rise in, temperature. .Also, physical
4

-absorption Athe fumigant by the terial containing the insectsois reduced and- .)

,
proportionately More .fumigant, is available,to,attack the-ipects. q

1

- ,

.4. ' +.

Nature of FumigantsGenerS1
)

- ,-

. ; -

.

. 1
4( . ) -4

A'""-.. .Fumints are used .in variods forms ,d dosages accor ing to the .nature of.

the commodities and pests involved. -Certain generalizations may be-Made
.s. . , -

I :.!

.pertaining 'to killing insect PestsIn'commodities. The State of deylopment-And
et.-

. activity of the target lest is important. Iltive adults norMally'are-eaSrt$6,-r
.

.
,

.. I

kill than inactive or hibernating adults. Immaturestages of insects generkly
. ..

require higher dosages or longer,expaure for complete mortality t ando active
*

adults, The, amount of ee air space compare&to the size of the4 dad, the s

porosity of the load, the kind of material,and the looNIAofthei
N\

and 'I:Tioad all affect the dosage an exposure period. .Firiely, ground materials, such
(a

as 'alfalfa and cottonseed `meal, have a large surface area and are-m05erorptiVe%,
.. A

1

than whole grain or inert items euoli as scraPiron.- I..

i

1 .

.; .".' ;

9
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At owbr temperatures higher dosages are required.td:inSure that lethal

-amounts reach the center of the load orthetinteri,or portions of fruitd and

vegetables. 4 I

Tests in recent years indicate. thattesidues-resulting from methyl

bromide fumigation are lower whentte eratures are low:this is true even.Wr
. .r

though the concentration and.exposure are greater at these temperatures. .

' L
(

The Predeath Behavior of Fumigated Insects.

Indects that have been ft4migaed4vith methyl bromide or ethylene dibromide

die sloWly. Death occurs much more. quickly at higher temperatures than at loW

temperatures. Temperature determiqes the molecular. rate of activityof chemical.

'At higher temperature, the fumigant disierses,more rapidly, thereby, getting to

the pest more quickl
t

Treated insects( may soon becometin le to walk or fly in a normal manner.

rest on their backs and-eventually are unable o recover romThey usually' come to
. ,

that posJion; however, they may move their head, legs, or antennae for several

days before death finally occurs. It SiiPluld-be'noted that some fumigants, such
_ .

(---

as cambon disulphide and.oyanide, at sublethal conCentratiOns may anesthetize
.-

insects, sothatjthey ppear to bei'dead shciitly'after fumigation only to revive
,

. 4 ,
,

.

and continue a normal if It has been observed that decomposition sometimes
1

rl. .

occurs in the. abdominal ents before theinsect actually ql.es. Insect-act-

ivity, when observed shortly after exposure 6_slge-killing fumigants, such as
P. _ . e

methyl bromide and ethylene dibcomidelmay,be disappointi.ng to inexperienced'
.,

perdonS% The effect on idseets that have been exposeg to'lethal dosages of these
,

'7/
..

gases is accumulative and regardlesSof how long it takes tO4ill them -they

i
.

;,
.,.

nev 'le cpirer.--
-

tr'
.ti

There are many-chem

MODERN FUMIGANTS

t

coMpounds which are vOlatile'at ordinary tempera-
,

tUr4and sufficientay toXic to fall 1.,;ithin'the'aefinition of fumigants, In

it ,actual praatice, however"Tost gases have been eliminated on account f un- ..,

.
. . . . . ..

-..

favorable. properties, the m8st important being chemical instability and dettructive

effects on materials. Damage, to materials may take place in several Ways, .

as follows

_ fl



vi,I'ExceSsiely-corrbsive compo attack Sh4ping COntainers or
\

spoil the Structure and ittings of fUmigation chambers or of

5

other spaces undergoing treatment.
,. 1 ) ' _

'2. Reactie Chemicals formreversiblkcompOunds which remain a6-
. ,

reactions
ot

undesirable residue in products.
.

In foods uffs such(reactions may
,.

- :

lead to taint. or the formation'of poisonous residueS. Other.artaterials
,.-

nay te,rendeiedUnfit by4visible Staining or by the production of.
.

1,0npleaSantors.
'1/4...., '

. t.,

3: yhysiolcigiCal4 active coxounds may destroy or greatly injure grow-
' t

ants,frUitor vegetables,and may adversely affect the

gerMination of seed6.'
), . .

ifighiyflaMMable compounds are not necessarily excluded;ifdangers of fire

and exploSion can be controlle y the addition tpf ther suitable compounds; Or
N. :

4

if fumigation procedures are carefully designed to eliminate tl-;,hazards.
:- ,.

Toxicity to human beings is hot usuaflor a care for ,exclusion. All known
, .

fumigants are toxic to man to a greater or lesser degree, and ways Can
n.
be devised

forl.their safe)handling'Under the,required conditions of,application".

Table 1, which lists,the limited number of insecticidal fumigants in

?.?Q

Lite today, demonstrates the severity of theipruning p cess applied to gaseous.

chemicals beere they are adopted for prat ical.use a4 'fumigants. It will be

noted from this' table tha5cmany of the fumigants,paicstea do,, in fact, exhibit One.

or-more' of the undesirable properties S above. This faCt shows that the

"ideal" fumilnehas not/aey been found,'and_itialquite prObably that'it

ne'Ver will be Nevertheless, 4164e fumigats are highly useful, in thilr=O

particular sphergs of applic tion;
t

Liquid Drain Fumigants
`, .,

tiquidgrain fumigants $rreophemicarformulations-used to putpot' stored

train 'from such insect pests,as Angoumois grain'moth,,rice weevil, granary

)

-.Weevil, common cadelle, Indian meal moth, etc:

1
F.

, .

co/
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The fumigan s are. applied to the grain as liquids. They evaporate and'

the hedvier-thien4ir vaPoL-sink into and spread 'tilroUgh.thegrain.'

.The,choiceof, fumigant mixture and dosage should be based on various

factors involved in-each storage. condition., The type of insect, kind of'grain,

temOrature, m sire content, etc, must. be consider d% Specific guidelines'
,for ..rain fumiga ion can be obtained from The D014 Ch mical CoMpany, MidAand,

There are two basic methods of applying li

Surface application with natural -or,gravit'y

Ororced'distribution with air recirculation equipment.'
,

Surface application is the easiest_and Most convenient method/ especially

where small quantities of -grain are Stored, ,The
.

fumigant is sprayed ,{1 ormly'

in
-,..._, '-fs _

-,.

oarse droplets over the top fsurface of the., mass. As the fumigant' :.

,vaporizes, the vapors are carried throughout the grain mass by oor ction

,currents. Distribution is obtainedlooth_by these, fumigant laden ir currents.

and the sorption o the fumigant, on the grain kern

Forced.distr buqon_of liquid-grain fumigants by air recircu tion equip-

rent is a ielatavely new development. abe.fumigant is applied above the '.grain

surface in the fine0t droplets possiblowhile fans are.moving air through 'the

.grain. V porizationoof the fumigant is obtained, using the heat available

from the grain. Because of the chanical means,-for moving the.furnigantrair

mfxture.through the grain,the funftant sOou onsist of ingredients having

the lowest sorption rates,. The ;advantages ofts methOd are rapid distris-

bution of the fuMigant, low.sorption_rates of i ant, more efficint use of

* . .

igant, anti rapidemoval of'fuMigant atter.exp ureipetiOd 326 complete:._,
4 "As with a] fumigants,, safety precautiOns should be'carefuily followed __----s

"..."applying liqUid!grairr fumigants. In particularWhen

4C°'
.

,41

Read produ

Have, some
f

oli.t.ump fund.

preferab

to USe appr

label before using:.

ne close 'by at all times in case ()flan accident.

ants from containers to spraYerdn well ventilated areas,

outdoori. ,
ot

riate ,gas Mask at all times;.
ft.

Avoid sk n contact and inhalin vapors.

a.

r.



If fumigant` is' spilledaon shoes or clothing, remove\them immediately,

and da not wear them again until all fumigant odord are gone.'

1'



TABLE, 1. Characteristics .of Some FunigAts .

Name and Formula Molecu;ar Bolingling Point

Weight( at 160 mm

ressure)

Acrylonitrile 53.06 77.0

CarbOn disulphide 76.13 .46:3

'CS ,

Carbon tetr4hloride 153.84 77.0

CCL

Chloropicrin

CCL NO

164.39' 112.0'.

Ethylene dibromide 187.88

CH,BrICH; B4

Ethylene dichloride

CH,Ci, CH, Cl

Ethylene oxide

CH, 0 CH

98.97

44.05(

Solubility,in 'Flammability

Water (% by volume

( ./100m1) in air)

7.5 at 25°C

0.22 at 22°C

0.08 at 20°C

3.17

Commodities Treated and Remarks

Tobacco and plant products; also

for spot treatment. Injures growin

grants, fresh fruits and vegetables

Marketed with carbon tetrachioride.
tt

1.25-44 Grain. Usugly as ingredient of

nonflanimable mixtures.

Nonflammable Only weakly insecticidal. Used

chiefly in mixture with flammable

Compounds in grain fumigation to

reduce fire hazard and aid

distribution.

Doquble at 'Nonflammable

20 C

13110 0.43 at 30°C Nonflammable
p.

83.0 0.87 at 20°C 6 -16

10.7s Very soluble

at 20C

3-80

Grains and plant produCts. Safe

with seeds; injur4us to living

plants, fruits, and vegetables.

Highly, irritating lachrymator.

Bactericidal and fungicidal.

General fumigant. Particularly

useful for certain fruits; may inju

growing plants. ,
.6

Seeds and grains. U4Ially mixed

with carbon tetrachlokide.

Grains, cerea1s, andcertain,plant

products. qoXic at practical con-

centrations ,to many bacteriai fungi

and viruses. Strongly phytotoxic;

affects seed germination.



TABLE 1. - COntinued
)

tD

Namee prmula MOlecular Boiling Point Solubility in

Weight (C° at. 760 mm Wair

ure) (s. 100m1)

Flammability

(% by volume

in ir)

Commodities Treated and Remarks'

Ethyl formate

LC00.C, H

74.05 54.0 11,8 at 25% 2.7 -13,5

Hydr cyanic acid gas 27.03

HCN,

Methyl ,bromide

CH, Br

26.0 Very soluble at 6 -41

. 20 °C

3,6

Methyl formate 6643 = 31.0

C00 CH

Paradichlorobenzene 147.01 173.0

P pylene oxiae

C , CH, 0 CH

58':08

1

34.0

4

Trichloroethylene .131.4 ', 220.0

CHCL:CC1

4

at 25°C Nonflammable

30,4 5.9-20

0.008 at 25 CC (Flash point)'

66°C

40 2.1-21.5

01

Application to individual packages

of diied fruii.

General fumigant, but may be.

phytoCOxic. Safe on seeds but riot,

recommended for fresh fruits'and

vegetables.

General fumigant May be used with

caution for nursery stock, growing

plants, some fruit, and -seeds of

low moisture' content.

Usually mixed with CO. .Formerly.

used .for grain, now mainly .for

stored furi.

Control borers in peach trees and

soil insects, Applied as crystals:

May affect seed germination.

Forinaividual:packages of dried

fruit. Toxic .to bacteria and

strongly phytotoxiC.

c
Insoluble Nonflaiabe1, NonflamMable.ingredient,of grain

Sometimes used alone.
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SELF-HELP QUESTIONS

,-.

Now that you have studied his settion,answer theSe questions. Write the

answers #ith a pencil- without re erring.back to the tent. When you are satisified
- .

with your answers, see if you are correct by checking them in the texts' Erase your

s answerhd Write in the CorreCt wer if your*first'answer is wrong.

17

1. How does a fumigant differ fro an aerosol?

What is the normal range of tem eratures for fumigation?
. >

S
ShoUld dosages of fumigants be ricreasedler decreasedat low, temperatures?

.to

Do insects die quicklIf after e sure to methyl bromide?

5. What are some ways that fumigant can damage materials?
10.

A6. Why is carbontetrachloride commonl d with flammable fumigants?

7. That are the two basic methods of apply g liquid grain fumigants?

r

-,

fa

U.2
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PRECA TIONS-i0 FOFJOW W1.1,ING FUAGANTS

Preliminary Planning

A. BecOme fully acquaint

including:.

it

w
with site and commodity to be.fumigated,

.
. .

1. General layout Off structure, connecting structures, N. ',_
..,

adjacent tructur escape.route, above and, below :ground.

a. Check over equipment to insure that product flow has

ceasedand that-erNipment has been maole as tight as

practicable to prexkolgt draft
/

s and/or leakage from it.

b. Check all sp8uts, conveyors, coriduitOleatfpi or other.

possible openings-leading from area to be f igated.

2.) Determine the number and.identification of rsons who routinely

enter thearea'to be fumigated, and the proximity of pther.

personsoankanimals.

3. The specific commodity and its mode.-of storage and condition.
*,)

4. The previous'treatment history of the commodity, if available.

5. Accessibility of utility service connections.

6. Nearest telephone or other communication facility.

'7. Emergency shut-off statios for. electricity, water, gas, etc.vry

8. Ascertain and post current emergency telephone. numbers,

fire, police, hOspital, physician.

Select a fumigant or combination of fumigants, registered by EPA'
6

for the work, involved.

.

1. Make sure tt chemical or chemicals SeleCtedwill not resu t in-

residues that may be illegal under Sections 408 and 409 of the

Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act..

2. Check, mark and prepare the points4of application.

f

I
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C. .Stki* ditections,.warnings,' ntidotes, etc., on the.,label.and

on .the manufacturer's'instru tion manual.
c-,'-'. .,'

,.D. Notify local fire and ;Ince authorities and other security personhel

ar

."-
- s to location, the chemicals t61,:be'uaed, proposed date

'

and"the time
, ,,

Iof use, 17136' of gas Mask and canister required, and fire haz4rd rating.

Make certain that loCal medical otganizatiOns are informed of your

fumigation practices,and the speCific materials'in use.

F. Provide authorities 'with, pertinent safety literature on the
,

materials

to be employed._,

G. Arrange for standby equipment,' replacement parts and alternate plan

of action. ° '

-0-

Inform all emplOyees'-of'theoperational schedule, potentialila.zards

to life and property, and the required safety measures `!and emergency

procedures.

I. Prepare warnings signs for posting treated areas, provide for security

of buildings, and arrange for watchmen' when required.

J. ,liave available first aid equipment and antidotes where applidable,

K. Plan for application from outside the'stru9ture whenever'possibl:e.

L. Plan for ventilating the treated space and commodities when the----
,

required exposure is terminated. Do this before treatment is started.
(.7**

M. Areas used for storag of fumigan chemicals should be properlyR 1 .

identified and proy the conditions, reciuired by the Manufac turers',

directions.

N. Make sure that there are no open fires, motors,etc., that could spark,

or hot surfaces, such-as heat /pipes and electric fixtures, within the

space tb be fumigated.'

0. Provide fans for distributra the fumigant where applicable.

P. Pro gas sampling and/or detection.devices.
0

Make a final check to clear all personnel an 4kanixals from the space to.

be exposed to the fumigant.

19 b



Personnel

A. Assign at least two
/

B. In circumstances where

-

persons to,each'fumigation.

entry into a fumigated area is essential,

use a buddy system of two persons (not three)'.
- .

C. Employees actively taking part in a fumigation should

physical condition,and:

1. Should halite- physical examinations at least annually and more

be in,good

\,

often -as condition require, andemplOyee health records

should be maintains current. --01"
1

.

Should abstain' from alcoholic beverages: for 14 .hours prior to an

24 hours after.a fumigeilgion job.

I

,

A Employees having colds or otherconditions

shoLd not participate.

4. -Employees undergoing medical or dental treatment should not

participate unless specifically authorized to do so by a Physician,

which impair breathing

D. All operating personnel should be instructed in first aid and other

emergency procedures, including personal decontaminatiOn.%.

E. The use of specific antidotes or first:aid should be understood

by operating personnel.

F. All accidents should be regited immediately to employer or supervisor.
t

Personnel handling fumigants should be cautioned to report all

indications of illness or physical iScomfort regardless ofitheir

/Arg 'include but not be restricted toapparent minor nature. These

any

and lack

r all of the following: dizziness, diarrhea, nausea, headaches,

.coordination.

G. Instruct al operating personnel in
,

in the misuse of the chermipals sele

and Inaintenaage of all protectiv

Go.

the tazards that may be encountered

ted and in the selection, Operation,

es'or procedures requires.



Prot,eptive Equipment
t-t

'The equipment recommended in th**4 section' Is to ie employed t o prevent.
r-

- 14 T

loss or injury to life. The,,ecommendatlions oLthe fumigant manufacturer

concerniLg specific protective equipAn and clothing shOUld'be rigorously

obserVed. The.limitations on operatkon condTons ind performance b.t, protective.

devices should ,be understood and observed.

A . %. :

A.'\ When-poitible, arrange for twoJtway radio communication
,

k

. e
,/among employees *plying fumigants or, .in emergencies, entering

treated areas.

B. All protective equipment should be stOred so as to insure maximum

life ofv-the device and be readily accessible to employees at all times.
, 2

r
. Self-coneairiedokygen supply breathing apparatus

certain situations. It does not prevent sorpti

D. Canister-type gas masks should be provided witH a

and with a'canister mounted as appropriate to the

E. Canister-type gas masks:

1. Are ineffective whei breathable'oxygen,i-s too

2. Do not prevent sorption through the skin.

Will not remove, toxic gases if th e conethltratiOn

preferable in
.

through the' kin.

supersize canister

gas mask.

low.

the level stated on the. canister.

is above"

4. Require different types bf canisters for different. toxic gases.

5.. Operating'conditions listed-fok a canisterapply.to -freph -canisters-.

only..

6. Used canisters should be mutilated to prevent

--- Canisters should bemused one time onl

F. rsonne2 using canister-type gas mac s:

1. . Must receive instruction in'the proper care and use of

2: Should understand the limitatiOns of a gas mask.

reuse:,

Must always check:

I
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r

a. type of.eanister--read the label.

-- b. For.airtight'face pieces.6.
4

'
i

.
.

t

,c. For airtight hoses -and connections.

d. - Individual need for special glasses.

e. That the ,canister is unused.

4. Practice using anoaqual gas-mask and become,

feel of,such.a.*device.

.1

G elf-Contained eathing Apparatus (SCBA):
`0` .

The wearer carries his own breathillq air with th SCBA. .:Itstuse

is required in ,atmospheres immediately dangerous. 'life.br health,

for the rescue of perdonnel, or,escape. The SCBA Should be properly.

with.t] t

fitted and used according to instructions. These instructions are

affixed to the container fox.the SCBA. It is recommended that each

potential user practiceowith the unit before actual use. When
. .

properly sed, the posit4Ve pressure demand syiitem will preVent ® /-
.

harmful gases from entering and providebreathing air in low oxygen
Ok,

areas.

H. AirSupplied Respiriptr 4

There it one basicdifference between the SCBA and the-Air Supplied

Respirator. The SCBA is self-?tontained, whereas the Air Supplied

Respirator depends on a remote, source of air. It is connectecto-this

,'remote source by a hose. The Air Supplied Respirator has the advantage

of a conti ous supply of air, however, freedom of movement is somewhat

restricted d to the connecting hose-. Care should bf taken to avoid

cutting or damagi the hose:

.Personnel required to enter fumigated, tanks and similar enclosures

should wear A relcue belt. Tpeyehou d be under cohstant observation

from outside.

to.

0
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A

.

All-applicationsshouid bemade,in accordance with the fumigant'

manufaCturer's recommendations.:

Areas to 13e- treated should be posted immediately priort-to application.
.

C. Apply fumigant from outs e where possible.

z

D. Personnel applying fumi ants should not enter into area where

fumigant gas or vapor is b ing discharged except in extreme\emergencies.
,

E. Take into considerati

F. Post warning signs.

revailiug:wind.andothv weather factors.

G. Provide watchmen where required or necessary.
)

Postapplication Operations.

A. Provide watchmen where required or necessary.. ItIr_

,

Ventilate and aerate in acFordance with structural limitations..

C.0. Turn on all ventilating or' aerating fans where appropriate.

D. Before re-entry, useNuitable gas 'detector to determine fumigant.

concentration, so that appropriates precaution may be taken.. Ne7r

'rely on fumlgant warning odor during e-entry or aeration: Wear a

gas mask until the area is determined free ogas.

41 E., Check for gas concentrations in'areas.which aerate slowly.
7

F.(/ Remove warning signs when aeration.is complete.

G. Dispose of empty containerS.

o ,

H. Return unused chemicals properly and clearly labeled -containers to

storage area.

EV
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USE OF SAFE* DEVICES.

How to Use. a Halide Gas Detector,

4 While the halide gas detector has been used Ebr man years, its importance

is enhanced by the development of treatments employing enclosures other than

the'conventional'fumigation chamber. It, is an operational As well gS,41 safety

device, since the. elimillation of fumigant leaks increases the effiaacy of

operation and reduies harmful concentrations outside tht area under treatment.

As a precautionary measure, it 'should be used regularly in rooms in which

_chambers are located, partitula;ly'when the building also houses Offices° or other

go

occupied work areas.

Principles Of operation:
1rI.

resence and approXimate con ntration of methyl bromide in-the air. This is

`the halide gas detector is used to indicate the

. ,
a

accomplished by passing th air to be tested over a red hot copper plate or

cone through or over w ch flame is passing. The intensity of, colors imparted tea

the flame indicates the presence and concentration of methyl bromide in the air.

The leak detector also, reacts skilkiarly with many other halide gases, including
f.

freon, carton tetrachloride, and ethylene dibromide. The following are the

approximate methylbromide concentrations.associated with the dolor intensity of.

the flame:

PPM 0 7 .thS/1000 cu. ft.. Fla* Color
t.

A

0

. 25
do.

50

125

250

500

. .
8001

1000

1 _

14 .--/ .
0

...

0.00425

.. 0.0125

0.031

0.0625

. 0.125'

0.20.

0,25

No color
,

Faint fringe
,

of green

Moderate green , 7
Green

;Strong green

Strong greenLblue fringe

Strong lilue-green
...--

Blue ,

. :

This table of flame colors for various ppm's of methyl bromide applies

only when the deteettlis operated at its most sensitive rate; that is, when

the--fliame is reduced to tbelowest rate' sufflfcient to keep the reactor plate or

cone red hat. Also,'in using the detector at night, the,pame has.a hauish cast

which.has to be taken, into consideration-
a

2 4 r--
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Description: Basically, all halide deteCtors artqnite similarly con
\ .

structedJ differinq onlyLin detail by the variou manufacturers... '7.Each'cOnsista',-

A .Kof a fuel tank, a.valVe assembly tO-regulate fel'flow,. g. urner: head assehaY.
,..

0 -g`A ' -, .- 44% ,."'

were th7- e-, fuel.kand stir :mix and unit, .and the reaction dace or tiOne-eVtertibly. ., 6,,
where the-lasible flame reacts An cdloF te=the4lalogen.fumigants'.. The air mixture-

-
.7 r .

4
'.',<, - 1'

ah,to ,he t,esad is fed to the '.burner head isSemblyhby
0

an attached hose...., ,

,.

. --, Y
' The halide detector'is re *vely troublme. free. The burner head orifice

extremely small and
:

mUbt
I

be keptkept frel'of,Clogiing with4ust:Or othen debris.
.

-
reaction. plate or Cone, will need replacing occasionally.

Usage: The halide leak detector is made operable by hOlding a lighted match:

in the mindow opening of the burner ttbe.and turning the valve slowly to the

left. After the reaction plate or copper. plate has heated to a red hot color,

the'flaMe should be adjusted to the minimum size to maintain that color. The de-
..

'tector.is now ready for use and this is accomplished by hOlding the open end pf the

is

The

tite

Search hose on, in, or near the area-Or article be testes. As the air

thus drawn into. the burner loasses,over the heated reaction plate or-done,

color changes\if methyl bromide or any othet haloign is preSent..

sample

the flame

since the\operating halide leak deteCtor contains an open;flaMe, there must
. '

.

be a strict adherence. to the obvious safety practices.' Even when not in operation,

it is advisable\hot to store the detector an a frequently
.

being a flammable gas'undew pressure. Do
°

not-use the hall
.

.
.

elevators, or other enclosures where there is apossibility

How to Use a T/C Anal

i The thermo conduCtivity

designed for determining. the

or other enclosure while. the

nhabited room, the,fuel

detector in mills,

of dust explosion :.

analyzers (TAC) are scientific instruments specifically

concentration of fumigant gases within the chamber!

actual fumigation is being conduCted.

Description: The TCA (Fumiscope,
f

Fumiscope.Jr. and Gow-Mac) ,,4s in
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weight, readily portable by hand, completely contained in one.compact.cabinet, and
. .,.g v -

requiresno 'auxiliary. equipment. I,tcontains a thermal conductivity cell, a
.,

'auxiliary.
.

,

/ .

. Meter,a
,

gaspumpcontrols, and may=contain a gas flow meter.' It operates on

regular 115vol,t alternating current'-or battery power., A gas 'drying tube is-
.

.also,included.. -This should be used with any' TCA.

Pri4ciplesnof CperativIl The. difference in the thermal conductivity of the

fumigant -laden ai as
P

compared with pureatr is converted into electrical energy
2

afidAS indiCatedon-the.theter,as.condentration in ounces of fumigant per 100 cubic

.feet. TCA's used,in PPD..have been calibrated for'methyl bromide by the. manufact-
C. 0.

,urer prior to delivery. ...

When long sample lines,arp ilsed'a Small yacuuM pump.tay be useckto draw the

"ad s sample froth the,Itest'point to the end 'of the line. This.spepds up the

read on the gaS analyzer.- The following,table illustrates this fact:
, .

Line Time Required for T/C-Reading
with Pump Without, Pump

I-

'2

3

4-''
t1

'55 sec.
--- ..

'70 ."

75 "

72 "

'125 sec.

110 ".

120 "

'100

.

These'lines' were 150' - 200' .long.

.4 1
I. The proper procedure is to Connect the line to be sampled to the vacuum .

pump,while:the reading is taken on another line.- When the first reading is
; .

completed, remove the line from the vacuum-pump and connect it to the T/C analyzer.
_

Repe4 thiS procedure. until all readings are completed

0
It is not recommended that'the TCA be used for cheCking concentrations

twhen fuagations are under vacuum since speciaprocedures not herein prescribed

would berequired.
.. . . 0 , . .

Although the TCA is;,designed:to measure MB concentrations in the range of
'$

0 I00' oz. per:1000pu. ft. (with close approximitions up to 110 oz.) and is- 1'''.:x
.1within 5 percent of accuracy in this range,. .it may-be modified to measure 0-200 oz.

"for a modest fee, by being seht direbtly'eo the manufacturer. Since the TCA"'S
i
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galvanometer responds jinearly to gas concentrations, the MC-calibrated in-

strumept may be used for measuring-certain other gases by the use of specific.

multiplication factors which have been determined by laboratory studies. Fdr

example:carbon tetrachloride concentrations may be determined by multiplying

the meter reading by 1.0, ethylene dichloride by 1.05, carbon disulfide by .85,
411

and ethylene dibromide by 1.6.

Operational procedures: The proper use of the TCA is discussed here under

three general headings: (1) selecting the operational site, (2) standardizing the

instrument, and (3) using the instrument for measuring fumigant concentrations.

Because of/the variety of fumigationsituations, some adjustments nay be necessary
3

to meet specific needs. Nevertheless, this general outline should be helpful in

establishing correct operational procedures:

1. Selecting the operational site for, the TCA. The fumiscope should

11,be close enough to the fumigation site to avoid the use'of unreasonable

lengths of Sampling tubes,. to allow for a constant surveillance of

fumigation setup during testing, and to avoid interference with other

activities the area. It should be at sufficient distance from the*

fumigation site to allow operator to function without undue safety

hazard and to allow for easy exit in an emergency. Also to be con-
,

sidered is the avoidance of excessive wiring which could cause

mechanical ail e and increase the hazards of operator injury. If multiple

locations are ne essary during operation, to reach sampling tubes, care

should "be taken that each location is the best available.

The TCA should be supported on a sturdy level surface, outside the

traffic pattern, and protected from winds and excessive cold, avoiding

the ,sun in hot weather. Some temporary shelter may-need to be provided',

such as a tarpaulin or nearby vehicle. Optimum operating temperature

is 75°F. )

The as analyzers used by PPD operate on 115-volt alternating current

or battery power; for direct current a converter will be necessary:

It is recommended that al1.115 V. A. C.' TCA instruments should be

equipped with 3wire grounding-type cords to minimize shock hazards.



(Modification instructions are available for present instruments.)

Where.3-wire grounding -type electrical outlets are not available; a

grounding adapter must be'Used'in the electrical outlet and the green

wire of the adapter attached to a gopd ground (water pipe, electrical

conduit, etc.). To install the adapter, the "hot" side of the

two-wire electrical outlet should be determined by_use of a neon

test lamp. Next, view the adapter from the 3-hole side with the hole

for the grounding prong at the bottom,,and insert the-right-handprong

of the adapter into, the "hOt aide,of the 2-hole reCeptacle, Then

attach the battery Clip' or end lug, to a good grOund.

These arrangements apply a ground to the case of the instrument

and place the instrument fuse in the "hot side of the line. If the

fuse "blows," suspect an insulation breakdown, short-circuiting the

line'voltage to the case..

Extension wiring should be kept to a practical minimum and should

preserve the grounding arrangements just described. Either use 3-wire

extension cords or'attach the grounding adapter to the instrument cord.

When feasible, reise'extension corps to clear obstacles rather than

leaving them at floor level.

Standardizing the gas analysis. This operation is the equivalent of

adjusting the bathroom scales before weighing cneself. ',,TCA is sett u

and the pump and meter switches set:-to the on position after connecting

the instrument to the electrical outlet, checking the fuse if

inoperable. Replacement fuses (Little. Fuse or Buss #1AG1/2Amp.)

should be kept available. Next the sampling tube is attached, using

an adapter if of a size different from the inlet stem. Allow for a

5-minute warm-up (15 minutes if drying tube attached) before drawing,

an air sample. During this warm-up period the gas flow rate should

be adjusted to 1 cu. ft. per hour. (the Fuiiscope Jr.,has a rubber

.squeeze bulb in place of a pump), turning the knob counterclockwise

to increase rate flow; When properly adjusted, the flow indicator

should'float at themark 1 line in the calibrated glass. cylinder,'
although it fluctuates slightly from a stationary-Iposition.1 The

current adjustment shotld,be made on those instruments with this
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control. After-warm-up, the meter needle is adjusted to a stable

zero by dialing clockwise. Standardization is now completed pending

the taking of concentration' reading during the fumigation operations.

'Probing for and Measuring fumigant concentrations with standardized

fumiscope. Commodity fumigations must be probed with a minimum of

'three sampling tubes4 one in the center of a center bag or other items

of commodity; one in an outside bag, bale of hay, or similar item;

and/one on the floor. Large lots should have additional sampling tubes

in proportion of approximately one tube per 20 tons of commodity,

mostly placed deep within the commodity. Each sampling tube should be-

labeled as to e location of the probe.

Machin y or equipment fumigations should also be probed with a

minimum of 3 sampling tubes; one high in the headspace, on,near the

center of the machinery or equipment, and one on the floor. Before

starting the fumigation the TCA should be given a tightness test

'while in operation. This can be accomplished by placing a fing r over

the far ends of sampling tithes. The flow 'ball on the flow'mete ould

then fall to zero if the tubing and connections are tight.-

In making, gas concentration checks during, the course of futhiga-
.,/,

tion, theTCA.shoUll first be warmed up for approxiMately.five minutes,

fifteen minutes if. drying tube is used, delaying placing pump in

operation until after this meter:wan-it-up and attachment of sampling

,-tube. The gas flbw meter should show 1 cu. ft. per hour rate, adjusting

to this rate if netessary. The instrument ip now ready for use and.
gas-air samples are drawn, via the position tagged tubes, from the area

under fumigation, and should show on the meter as ounces per 1000 cubic

feet. .Sampling tubes should be loosely plugged,with lambs' wool or muslin

..if insertion is to be made into'flour or finely ground Material. The

sample- drawing time, however, should be sufficiently long, to insure a

true reading, varying with the, size and length-of the tubing from 30
. , .

seconds to severil, minutes.? With 150-200 ft. of 1/4 in. OD tubing and a

temperature of 70°F., this will approximate 7 min., 5 min. for 100 ft.,

and about.3 min. for a 50,ft. line.. In all cases, too, the use of a
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drying tube will require additional time in drawing reliable

samples. This can be speeded by using a small vacuum pump to purge each

sample line before it is connected to the TCA. This'will brintl the air

gas mixture to the end'of the sample tube so that the pump in.fhe TCA

moves the fumigant air mixture only through the ,gas analyzer.

In using the TCA, it should be borne in minethat the instrument

is sensitive to a number of gases other than MB, ANDTHESE MUST BE

ELIMINATED FOR 'A TRUE READING.

Carbon dioxide may occasionally be troUblesome in this regard,

'particularly with fruits- If a pre-fumigation test indicated signifi ant

quantities, a tube, of sorbing material (usually sodium hydrate, such a

should be placed in theCaroxite, a Fisher Scientific Company product),

sampling line.

After final readings of a fumigation, the fumiscope should be

''thoroughly purged by removing.. the. lasts piing tube andallowing the

pump to draw pure air, through the nst ument for several minutes,

4-
'to Use aDrager Detector

The' b.Tager detector cOnSiiit'Sjipf-'qi.."EiumPs. to draw the ga6j.sample through
a&#944.46F1teck detector tube; 3IS ds t tf%4 tglass -detector tul::?, are fused to
seal the tube from contamination
a Sarn le through the tubit.')/Tha.-
inu h a way that the artok, par
-strokes of the pump are needed tci)::araw an adequate sample of the

. At e eada-must'be removed before drawing'
u1;,,ElhOuld be i serted in the plimp

pogrts4t.oward t e pump. Several

'atmosphere through the detector tube.

fumigation

The concentration of phosphine, methyl bromide, or sulfuryl chloride can

then be read directly from the printed scale. The limit of the stain indicates

PPM of,fumigant in theair. If there is no color reaction after drawing a

sample through the tube it an be used for another sample.` The detector tubes
,

I

should be stored beloW 85°F. and protected from'light.4 Under these conditions

they have a storage life of two gars. At lower storage temperatures they can

be stored for. longer periods without losing effectiveness.



How to Use a Gas Mask

Principle of operations: The gas mask, when properly assembled apd_
fitted, is a compact air, purifying unit which furnishes rotectipn against

those harmful gases orVsK)rs listed on the canister la el. During inhalation,

the air enters the canister through the Icttom and passes into theinterior.

Here the air is chemicallly.purified or the harmful gases or vapors neutralized.
)

,
The purified air than passes, through the corrugated rubber tubing into the

molded channel of the .facapiece, sothe of these channels directing the purified
air to the lenses to reduce fogging. During exhalation, the air is expelled

If

from the facepiece through tlib exhalation valve which is so designed as to
permit near normal converpoktion. This valve outlet aiso'serves as a drain for

.moisture which may condensa from the operator's.breathing within the facepiece.

An inhalation valve at thb bottom of the canister prevents the exhaled air
r

from being expelledthroUgh the canister.

Usage: The gas Mask must not pe used in an atmosphere defp icient in oxygen.

RiThe(canister label indicates the limitation as to percent of dangefous gas or

vapor in WhiCh,it is effective. The wearer should advance -cautiously into thewearer

contaminated area and return to fresh air immediately if irritating gases are
noted or if symptom§ of distressCare experienced.

In preparing the gas/mask for uSd, the following steps are taken (a

'Wilson-WIGMask is used/as an example; details will vary with other masks):

1. Remove from carrying case and examine visually for defects.

Check all rubber-parts and fittings for deteriorationindicated by

minute cracks inIthe rubber.

2. Check canister for effective date and gases for which effective.

Canister must not be over four years old and seals' must still be intact.

3. Place'neck strap of canister harness aro net with laces forWard,

adjustingsso carry canister weight in co table position.'

4. Attach y strap to hold canister firmly against body.

5.. Remove canister seal.

6. Loosen mask head straps to end tabs.
1.
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7. Fit mask to face and head, firmly against chinstriitch strap; the

head harness should' came `completely to back of head; adjust All

straps for snugneid, pulling\top forehead strap las* for seburing

tight :peal.

8. Test mask, holding hand over air inlet on bottom of canister; mask

collapses on inhaldtion if airtight.

9. If maskdoes not pass leakage test, tighten all 'clamps, connections,

and straps, testing, facepiecehy grasiping.breathing tube and

squeezing it closed.
44,1

Maintenance: After each fumigation usage the.g s mask should be carefully

checked for any necessary repairs. ' fter,discnnec ng the breathing' tubetl
,

fdim.the'cahister, the facepiece,shou dim cleaned with soap and warm water,

thOrou4h1Xinsed, and swabbed. with a mild disinfectant, drying at room
t

and

/tem'peratureiJ The mask should then be reassembled, eqUipped with a hew P
cannister with seal intact, and placed in carrying case, ready for epergency use.'

.

,Canisters are avail le in several sizes. They will protect the user

only as long as the t6xic-vapor s removed from the air he breathes. The s*-----,.

time, is determined by the'gd-i concentration, the rate ofrespiration, and the

fumigant used. Contact the manufacturer for information on the length of time

a canister can be used before being-discarded.

7

32
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IF-HELP QUESTIONS

Now that yOLhave studied this section, answer these questio;s., Write
the answers with a pencil without referring back to the text. When you ate
satisfied with your answers, see if you are correct by checking.them.in the,text. Erase youranswer and,write in the correct-answerif yotr first
answer is wrong.

1. What emergency tel ph e numbers should be known in advance-of any fumigation?

2. Should warning signs be posted Lhere fumigants are being used?

Should fumigants be applied frooutside"the structure whenever,possible?"

4. What is the,minimum number of persons who should work 'on a fumigation
operation?

5. What are some i dications of poisoning from*migants?
U.

Aresc'anister-type gas masks effective at high concentrationa of figants?.

7. Where can you find information on proper canister to use witka fumigant?

8. When is a self-containeg breathing-apparatus required instead of a canister
as mask?.

9. 14en should a suitable gas detector be used?

'
10. "What are ome fumigants that can be measured with a halide gas detector?

11.. Where is,it dangerous to use a halide gas detector?

12. How should' a vacuum pump be used in conjunction with a TCA analyses?

13. What is the closest distance fro fumigation site that a TCA analyzer
should be used

Q 0
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14. What is the minimum num3t of sampling tubes that should. be used with
(

a. TEA analyzer?

15. How is carbon dioxide eliminated fromffinterfering with, readings from a
TCA analyzer?

16. What are some fumigants that can be detected with a prager detector?

r .

41.7. What should an,operator do irritating gases or sY4tofis of d .stress
are noted In'aifumigatecVare ?

5

1

18. How,should ehe facepiece of a gas mask to cleaned?

J
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TYPES OF\ FUMIGATION ENCLOSURES

There are three commofttypes of fumigation enclosdres. Each-has-adVant----

ages for"certain uses and rime of them "Can meet all the neeTsfor an enclosure to

confine 1311e. fumes of certain chemicals until they have killed the pest.

Permanent Atmospheric ressure Chambers

/.
All fumigation chambers must be, tight. Those constructed for fumigation

Those constructed for fumigation purposes should havR,dou e walls, although in

some instance's single thickness materials are used t construct chambers for

. temporary or limited use. .It is advisable to use ouble walls whenever possible

and to use insulation materials between the w- . On double wallchambetsthe

nner walls should be checked fortightn s after-they are sealed and before

an outer wall is addedA ,

Leaks are easier to iocatg\and rep:1'1r with only a single wall in place.

It is adyieable to use double walls and insulation material between the walls,

especially ifthe-chamber is built in an open area where existing weather

,t,OrldiAons may affect chamber temperature, Chambers constructedin this manner'

will prevent a sudden rise or.fall of temperature during periods of exposure.

Drastic temperature fluctuation may interfere With.insect. k.i.11 or adversely
.Affect products being. treated. Existing rooms or buildings may be conv,erte to

serve as fumigation chambers; however, the same precautions,must be taken to

insure tightness.

In assuring the ti4htness of the fumigation chamber; it should be.borne in 1

mind that the outer wall is of little importance. It does act as a windbreak

and prevents passing air from syphoning gas through possible openings. The

inner wall is the one that has to be made tight. This can best be done by

planning the structure carefully. In the case of awooden frame building,.

sheet material should be used for the inner lining. The height and width of

the building should be planned to conform to the dimensions of the lining

material to be used. Pressed masonite, sheet metal (with exception of aluminum),

and plywood are satisfactory lining mat 4
. They dare manufactured in

different lengths and widths but the sta and size is 4 feet in width and either

6, 8, 10 or 12 feet in length. The upra t studs in trame buildings

h
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should be exacitly the height of the fired ceiling

4g\that the sheets of lining material may ,joined on
.

studs.,
A

The tightnesd'of atmospheric pressure c

important';however,---it\i1 sdifficult to make them

,of hOw well constructed,,some air leakage usually\ urs. The a-6k of absQljte

"tightnesawas taken into bo,nsideration in the develo t,e,f,app oved _,1_,--
7 "- .

. )
and sh uld be soaked 'so.,

centers of properly spaced

s Vs been stressed and is

tirely tight. Ruardless

fumigationschedules and, so, long as the degree of tightness meets Standard

requirementd, fwmigation chambers will perform satisfactorily.

cAll aorMahent fumigation chambers, except those used tci.itiMigge vehicles,

should have false floors. They are required'because gas - charged air must be

made to move in:a manner so that it is 6iced around and through the load. The.around
t

Aistance from the,ablloor to the false °Or must vary accordingi:to the size of
\ .

the, chamber. This is necessary so that the\amount of free, air beneaththe'lOad
\\ Y

All be sufficient to
I

supply the Sir intake needs of the various. blowers
. \

required fOr different size chambers;

'False floord shO41d be slatted i:lith.boardS of-appropriateTthianpss..

15.6ards should not.be mars` than 8 inc,), " i

nches apart.,
.... 4: ,

If fumigation c e,rs are innerlined with plywood or- masonite, the most
.-..

,
VC.:.

are: where the sheets join eaCti-OtbSIO'hg,.4.

,These

es wide: and Should be spiced two or more

likely places for air to ese

the sidespf the chembers;whersthe upright sheets jqinthe sheets that form
r

the overhead ceiling; or where the bottoms of the sheets join the floor.
,

Because fumigation enclosuresipe subjected to extreme changes in humidity and

temperature, lining materials willeXpand and contract and eventually cause

air leaks : s the\materials.are properly jointed., The lining sheets

\ia\\should not be 'joined cloS ly together; a spaceof about 1/8 inch should it left.

'between them to allow for expansion., These 1/8-inCh openings should be filled

by forcing caulking material into,and along the sides of the seams. Common

roofing tar is satisfactOry for- this purpose. It does not harden like*tty

, gut will expand and contract with the 'ceiling and will not separate or,leav,

openings.' Two -inch lath strips should be nailed tightly over the caulked seams.'

,Rust- resistant sheet iron is idealfor lining fumigation chaMbers.
,

LI
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It does pot requiraipainting when ethylene dibromide is used. If the. sheets

are overlapped about I inch, fewer nails will be required. When one,edge

of the' sheet has,been attached,_to ehe studs, a liberal amount of caulking

material should be placed along the edge before the overlapping sheet is

attab d. The overlapped area should be covered with lath strips and nailed
--.,

--,

at,fr quentA.ntervals. The nails should be confined to the area where caulking,,-,.

,..

)1

aterial exists:
N NN

Futhigation chambers may be Constructed with' cement slab floors andwalls .

.

"

__-ef brick or cement block Pressed masonite,-plywOod, or sheet Metal--except
,

aluthinum,shouidrbeused for>theceiling with wood joists. Walls and ceilings.
. .

made of wood, cement blacks, or bricks require inside finishing, to prevent' gas
/.---;

.

____,

leakage.

Fumigation ch ers constructed of cement, cement blocks, or bricks may

be made sufficiently ti= by an Application of cem nt an& water if only

methyl bromide or cyani is o be used as a\fuMigant.f wood is used, it must

be painted with an approiredipaln If ethylenedibrOmide-isplo be used, false

floors and All inner linings, with e.exception.NA sheet m tar, Must be given

two, costs of ga6-resi4tant paisit'or var sh. Eloors;,ceilings and'walls--

other than sheet metal--not sealed with viny lastic mu st be pal ed with at
r

least two c oats of the approved paints or-varnishes pri toNuse.

The doors are'responsible for most of the leakage in

This can be pretrented to a great extent by using straight mat

igation ch

ial, larger

hould notthan usually used in the construction of door frames: The door

larger than needed to accomodate loading ofproducts,- should be of ouble

thickness to - minimize warping, and should be-equipped with strong, stu

Two.parallel strips of moulded rubber gaskets Should be cemented on the 'cr

facing so that when the door is shut they'are compressed t form a tight sea

kwedge or.leverage-type latch, similar to those used on ice houses, should be

used to hold thf door Closed. Despite these krecautionS, the gaskets may lose

be

resilience or the hl.figes will become worn or sprung'and the door may warp.

In order_to overcome presentor possible future difficulty with fumigation

`chamber doorS,'it is.advisable to(provide for cross braces while the chamber is

being,constructed. Cross braces placed at poSitions.about one-third and two-

thirds of, the height of the door usually, suffice \t40 Insure tightness Four

T.
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iron bolts should extend through the door frame,threaded ends out at.a

sufficient distance from the door to allow it to open freely: Cross braces

should be made of heavy,timber'orrpisces of angle iron; hales may be bored'in

the ends to accommodate the bolts, and'wing its may be used to tighten the:

braces against tie door.

Tarpaulin Chamber%
\T'

-

A method-often used to confine fumigants is the tarpaulin." This may be

polyethylene film, plastic-coatednylon, orlAny other tarpaulin material that

s impervious to the fumigant. ,These tarpaulins can be movecito the iumigation

site where commodities, equipment, Or vehicles can be covered and,fUmigated.

This type, of fumigation enclosure conforms well to the load. It does riot

require large amounts of gasstO And te excess space because the air space

1 between-the load and the tarpaulinis Minimum. HoweVer, Idequate head space

must be provided abovethe load.

f;'s

1 Operatorsshould realize that futhigationtarps are notAn the same class
_ .-as ;tar- coated canvas or.oth water- resistant tarpaulins. -TUMigation tarps Are

.:. . e.
quR'e expensive., .-Theyahouldnevet betised--4or any4urpose.other_tham1

,ftiMigation. .They should be'handlea,carefully and neverdragged along the gibund.

After use, they should be cleaned, drd if neCessary,'and folded and tied.

c It they are not'well cared for, bey will be torn or the plastic boating will

com off in areas that have been exposed to chafing. Injury of this type is

t to detect unless the tarpaulins are 'draped. overlpoles, tent fashion,

and ins ected from inside-4 Air,leakage up to a. certain point is permissible,. but

beyond that =point tarpaulins will not hold enough gas to kill, insects.
$;.

Wh n tarpaulins are used for fumigating commodities, the lost serious loss

of gas tjnay be caused by absorption in earthen floors or escape around the

bottom dges of the tarpaulin. fumigation should be 'conducted on asphalt or
I

cement bovered surfaces or night -wooden.floors, if- possibly. Thin, expensive

plastic sheeting, laminat4 sisal-kraft paper, or lightweight roofing paper must
- - .

be used'to cover leakyyoOden floors or loose or sandy ground to prevent gas

'penetration. The sheeting Should cover,the entire area intended to serve as a

floor for the chamber. The,sheets should be overlapped about six inchea. Sand

or earth may be used to over them to+ a depth of one ,or mdre inches as Praection

'01210et punctures. Methyl bromide losses can be reduced by thoroughly wetting

38
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'uncovered earth prior.. to. the gas.. Much gap will,enter sandy toil,

despite packing and vetting.

In;order to prevent gas leakage around'the bottom of the to aulin, it:

is necessary to arrange the load geo that at leapt two or three fee of thee

tarpaulin is available.a-exfend outward from the load and lie fla on the
,

surface. The surface should be smooth and even. An effective sea can be made.

by pouring loose sand on-the flat portion Of the tarpaulin or! by us ng over-

14pEiingsand or water snakes, which are long ,cloth.Or-pl.aStic bags about 5 or '6

feet long and 3 or 4 inches ,in diameter, filled with sand or watelf. "-s\rf

Tarpaulins,-regardless of tow' good they'areor how carefUlly hey e used,-

are oily substitutes and, should be used only whn chambers are not availa. le.

They have many.objectional features. Even the lest of them have. m ny very small

openings that allow some gas to escape., They are thin_ and,.since there is no-

.a elecond wall to retain staticair, the movement of-outside air wil -cause them

to4ose gas through any openings that may eXist When tarps are Used-and'exposed

to sunlight, overheating.may be`encountered. Excess.i,v heat may cause. serious

injury to plants or perishable commoditi*,
. .

It is necesfiary to form a good seal between the bbttom edges of'the tarps

aleithelloor and it is also necessary to; place empty Crates,.empty Metal drums,

or other inert objects on toof eachcIoad to allow for adeauate space to mix

air and gas. In effect, a. fumigation chamber is built each,timea Used.

and this is both time consuming and eXpentive. pa addition ;more fumigant may

be required assome schedules require-higherdosages for arpaulin fumigations
r

in order to compensate for loss of gas. For the aboVe rea ons, permanent

should be erected and tarpaulins should not be used in situations where

or continuing fumigatiOn'isanticipated.

-

,

If regulatory fumigations are done under tarps, they must be checked with
. - F

. T/Canalyzers td)pe sure that theecorreCt dOsage_has been applied and uniformly

distributed at the start, and to detect unusual leakage which often occurs

with these fumigations.

eo

'9
13.
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VacuuM Chambers

Vacuum fumigation chambers are leds-fregUently used.

built and must be able to sustain vacuum quilialent o '24.5 inches mercury.'

Because of the'strength and'accessory equipment needed to stistain the required

They are commercially

vacuum, these chambers are expensive-to build and equip and are generally

limI ited in size.
. .

Before introducing the fumigant,.the vacuum must -be increased to the
.. ,

required level. The mechanics of mtioperang a vacuum fumiga on chambershould
.

a ' ,

be supplied by the manufadturer building the chamber.
'

.

,

.

. .

Advantages of vacuum fumigation over atmospheric pressure fumigation are
`ktt..,`

.

that the exposure period it ahortened, the fumigant will penetrate tightly

baled commodities more easily, and a check of the chamber is built into each

treatment. If the chamber is not tight it is impossible to draw and maintain a

'vacuum. Finally, the aMdunt of fumigant required is less because there is .no

leakage.

: d
. e .

.
,

Use of Railway Cars and Other Wheeled,Carriera as Fumigation ChaMbers

.
.

, . ,

Many boxcars, Vens,,and otherAgheeled carriers ate unsuitable for use as
.

. D'

.-fumigation chambers due to the inability to contain the fumigant within them.
. .

, q
. _

,Some, however, maybe used When theyare used there'is normally some temporary
.,

..,sealing required in order to prevent gas leakage around dobrs and vents. Four

.nch masking tapeiS ideal for this purposeproirided the surface on which it is

eR,

to be:, applied is clean and dry. .
-

-

t

Fumigation in wheeled carriers is convenient in that the commodity may be
...

treated without being loaded and unloaded.,, Also, the fumigation kills the

.insects in theAtee space of the carrier "and live pests do not remain ,behind

to infest the next load.

,Railway companies are,usgallk4iliing to permit fumigation in their equip-.

men5. Whenever,arailway.care or wheeled van is used as a fuMigation chamber

it ahoUld be cheCked-for tightness Prior:to /dading if possible. Any

obvibus leaks should be sealed:' Any wheeled carrier that cannot be adequately

sealed should be covered with a gas tight tarpaulin or plastic sheet.
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RailwaWlars should be fumigated on isolated sidings. Highway vehicles

.should,:alsob'e'placed in protected sites. Neither shoUld be allowed to move'

until the fumigation period is completed. If they are moved, the vibration

caused.* the moving

warning signs should

adequate ventilation

ruptures the seal and the fumigant escapes. .Appropriate

be Placed on main doors and hatches. with instructions for

before it is entered for inspection or unloading.

The two'commoilly used fumigants for wheeled carriers are methyl bromide

and phosphine, In general the techniques for Sealing and fumigant application

are the same as those described for chamber fumigation.

Greenhouse Fumigation

For many years fUmigantswere_usedlor

in greenhouses: Calcium cyanide dust gener

from the air, and nicotine volatilized as'a

the, routine control of insect pests

tine HCN gas with the aid of moisture

gas by ignition or other means,

were both commonly used. Recently the aerosol method if dispersing insecticides

and evaporation from steam pipes have found favor. This permits treatment of

.large areas of greenhouse space quickly grid economicallY..

In computing the dosage of insecticide to bepplied,,the cubic capacity
of

4 the greenhouse must be

etc., should be ignored.

acaricides is available,

gases.

known. Any space occupie

At present, a wide range of

These include liquefied_gas

by plhntsbaiielle4, soil,

insecticides and

aerosols, smokes, fogs, and

When aerosols, fogs, smokes; steam pipe fumigants and gases are applied

t is necessary to close all vents. Temperature should be maintained above

20°C. (68°F-.) but kept below 35°C. (95°F.). Outside wind velocity is important.

It is c)ort'practical to carry out treatments when the'wind velocity is above 10

miles,per-bour because when the wind outside is too strong, there is uneven

distribUtion of the insecticide in the greenhouse, resulting in underdosing in

soime places and overdoing in others to the point of plant injury.

In applying liquefied gas aerosols the.term aerosol is used to describe

the form in which the insecticide'is dispersed after it leaves a-special cylinder.

On discharge into the open the 1(iguid vaporizes and leaves particles of insect-

icide suspended as a fine mist 'in the air. This form of application is

distinguished from the gendration of fogs -and smokes. Aerosols are:economical,

however, they do not penetrate soil andthey are not effective against slugs or

snails.
41
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Insecticidal and acaricidal smokes
'A
1.x.e useful in smaller greenhouses.

The toxicants are mixed with a combustible material in a special container

that permits ignition and disCharge. General speaking, the smoke cause less

plant injury than the aerosols.

The production of fogs a Modification of a spraying,: technique. ByI

means of compressed air, spray concentrate.Solutions'are forced through

atomizers so that small droplets dre,formed.

True vapors Or gases are'still used in certain ways for greenhouse pest

control. A,methOd of some value is to paint a slurry of some.toxicant on the

steam pipes.'' The gas is usually volatilized during the night.

Methyl bromide is not usually a suitable fumigant for general release in

"a ,greenhouse because ,it diffuses so rapidly through,small holes that it is /

difficult to maintain the concentration needed to kill the pests.

Many of the materials'used.in aerosols are extremely toxic to humanS. It

is necessary that persons applying aerosols we4ra respirator and protective

gloves and clothing. The respirator should be of the industrial type (employing a

filter type canister). The canister recommended is for 'organic vapors, acid

gases, smoke and dust." The protective clothing consists of a work suit.

completely. covering the'arms and body and long }rubber gloves. Warning signs

should be posted on all greenhouses being fumigated to prevent accidental entry.

Fumigation Of Grain in Bulk

One of the most important considerations in the fumigation of bulk grain

is the'diversitl6of structures uked for storage. The shape, size, and. tape pf
...

construction create special problems in-achieving and maintaining the gas
, ..

concentrations required.. Grain storage units are usually broadly classified br

...1futhigation purposes as follows:

is Upright (vertical) storage. In this type the height is greater than

tiler. length or width:
, k

2 Plat. (horizOntal) storage. One dimension, either fen§th or width, is

greater than the height.

3. 'Farm type bin6 and storage units.
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Direct mixing of the fumigant 's used in vertical storage situations.

The fumigant is applied to the grain a that it is distributed as evenly as

possible from the beginning of the tre ent. This method is often, used when

infestation is general throughout the ma s and there is access to the grain

stream as. the..infes.eed grain is being r into a storage for the first time or /
k

is being transferred from one bin to another. Only liquid or solid type:fumigants

are used in this way. This is a simple method because good results Pan:be

obtained if the application is done by hand.

The Surface-Application Method 1.8 used in flat storage ituations and

Jiutil4zes liquid type fumigants., The liquids are sprayed e !Ili over the top

surface of the grain. The vapors slowly evolve and diffuse downward thr'ough the

grain. Under modern conditions this method' is usually used only'when the grain

cannot be turned or in an emergency situation.

In Farm Storage Fumigation the gas-tightness of the structbre
'is

an

important factor'because t.le bulk grain is not large enough in itself to retain

vapors once leakag1e begins. Steel, concrete, or tight wooden Structures. are
. /

usually spat factory.. Most wooden storages are leaky and it is advisable to line

the floor nd walls on the inside with stout roofing paper.. Avoid fumigating

in windy weather.

The best way to applyliquid fumigant to all storages is by spraying

the surface from the outside of the buildin with the aid of a stirrup pump.

Some liquid fumigants, such as chloropic in, are supplied in one pound cans. In

some applications it is convenint-to puncture the cans, invert'them, and thrust

the opening about six inches below the surface. Aluminum phosphide, tablets have

also proVed promising for'the treatment of small storages.

Piles of grain, large orsmall, may be treated by surface application in

any of the ways desc4ibed shove. However, only partialskills may be expected

if the grain is not covered with gas-tight tarpaulin either before or

'immediately after the application of the fumigant._

Treatment of localized areas in a grain mass is often a useful technique
.

f6cdealing Ikiiith incipient infestations. These "spots" are usually recognized

anel defined by a local rise in temperature. Liquid type fumigants applied

through tubes or aluminum phosphide tablets are the best materials to use,
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The application of fumigants to large masses of grain in various types of

structures involves considerable amounts of fuldigants. Under these conditions
I

safety measures are of prime importance. Only fully trained operatort should

be entrusted with these fumigations. The operators must be fully protected

at the time of application. This is especially important when using liquid

fumigants. Proper ventilation of the working spade where the materials are being

applied 'is necessary. Other persons working in the vicinity must be warned thA

a fumigation is. in progress.

Soil Fumigation

k ,

Soil fumigants are pesticides which exert their toxic. action as gases,

and are applied to soil for control of nematodes, fungi, weeds, insects or

bacteria. Some are'broad-spectrum materials that, can be used for control of many

kinds of pests, while Othertare suitable only for control of a limited number

of types.of pests. Soil fumigants are usually formulated as gases or liquids,

and the vast 'majority are haldgenated hydrocarbons. Gaseous formUlations are

distributed in pressurized cylindersi-and liquid formulations in metal or plastic

containers. Granule or,gel formulations are available fora limited {umber of

compounds: For optimal pest ,control, soil fumigants must be applied under

specific environmental conditions, and most are highly toxic to living plants.

These properties must be evaluated in detail in relation to each specific soil

fUmigation need.

knvironmental conditions: Soil for'fumigation should be in a "teed-bed"

condition. It must be of uniform tilth, contain as little nondecomposed organic
4

matter as possible, and be of adequate soil'moisture potential, but not wet.

Soil temperature should be between 50o and 80 °F. If the soil is too cold, too

moist, not prepared properly, or contains too much nondecomposed organic matter,

the soil. fumigants will not diffuse properly and good pest?control will not be

obtained. If the soil is too dry or the temperature too high, the fumigant will

be released too rapidly, resulting in poor pest control. In Michigan, it Is

best to apply soil fumigants during the early part of fall. Long-range

planning is necessary, for proper use of soil fumigants. Because of the sorption

properties of organic (muck)? soil in relation to the chmical properties of

soil fumigants., it is usually necessary to use twice the normal mineral soil

rate of the chemical for good pest control in Oese soils.



. Fumigant and formulations: Methyl. brbmider chloropicrin, and mixtures
i

Ofoithese two chemicals are the most commonly used soil fumigants, formulated
at gases. These materials must be applied under a, tarpaulin or plattic cover.

They can be used on a broadcast, row,.or specific-site-basis. These materiala

are phytotoxic, must be appliedon a preplant basis, and the soil must be aerated
prior to planting. Some plants are highly sensitive to brominated compounds

and such materials cannot even be used on a preplant basis in cropping syeems
includi4these plants.

),

,1,3-D (1,3-dichloropene and similar mixtures) EDB (ethylene dibrom.de), DBCP

(1,2-dibromo-3chloropropane); and mixtures of 1,3-D' and chloropicrin'ormthyl

isOthiocyanate,;for EDB and chloropicrin are the most commonly used soil

fumigants formulated as liquids. They must be injected to an appropriate soil

depth (usually 6.-8. inches, but,apiscan vary with the objective of the treatment)."

should.be slightly sealed after application: The materials can be

applied on'a broadcast, row, or specific. -site basis. All of the compounds
. -

except.DBCP are phytotoxic and'mUst be applied on a preplant basis: The soil
ust be aerates prior to planting. With some crop's, DBCP can be applledlon an

ant or' postplant basis. Hmulsifible concentrate formulations of DBCP are
avfil ble and in specific cases the material can be applied through irrigation
water. Some plants are highly sensitive to brominated compounds and these

materials cannot be used, even on a preplant basis,

in a cropping system.
when these plants are used

:In some locations, DBCP can be obtained in a granular formulation. For
good pest control, it must be incorporated or irrigated into the soil. del

formulations of methyl bromide and combinations with chloropicrin are available.
These must, be injected into the soil and can be used without a tarpaulin or
plastic cover. SL fumigants are toxic chemicals and must be used with the

safety precautions outlined in the commodity,, structural, and greenhouse

fumigation sections.

4.

45
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Soil fumigation equipment: Equipment id cpmmercially available for

broadcaet, row, and specific -site application of gaseous, liquid and solid

formulationd of soil fumigants. : Application equi nt can be rented from

fumigant distributors, and custom operators servi e in'some geographiCal areas.

Many agricultural, producers have successfully constructed their own soil

fumigation equipment. Soil fumigants are corrosive chemicals, and fumigation

equipment should be constructed out of appropriatematerials. Equipment must

be cleaned with appropri solvents immediately after each use.

L

Y(3
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SELF-HELP QUESTIONS

Now that you have studied this section, answer these gdestions. Write
the answers with a'penci1without referring back tothStest. When you are
satisfied with youranswers, see if you are correct by checking theM.inthe
text. Erase your answer and'write in the correct ,answer if your first answer
is, wrong.

1., What are some satisfactory lining materials for a permanent atmospheric
pressure fumigation chamber?

2., Where are air leaks most likely tooccur in an atmospheric pressure
fumigation chamber?

3 What should be used to seal wood liners of an atmospheric fumi: chamber?

4. What types of material can be used to make a tarpaulin fumigation chamber?

5. Where do the most serious losses occur with a tarpaulin fumigatiod chamber?

6. Why are fumigation:dosages higher in tarpaulin than in permanent fumigation
chambers?

7. What are the advantages of using a vacuum fumigation chamber?

8. Where should railway cars be Placed for fumigation?

9. What is the maximum outside wind, velocity for futhigation of a greenhouse?

10. Do aerosols penetrate into soil when used in greenhouses?

f 2 b
. ----: Y:U. Do smokes generally cause more plant injury than aerosolean 'reelfhouseS?

12. How are fogs produced in greenhouses?

7
f
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13. What safety eoipment is needed when fumigating a greenhouse?

1

14. What are the three broad types of bulk grain storage units?

15 How are fumigants applied to bulk grains in the surface application method?

16. How,are "spots" in bilk grains recognized?

17. What soil conditions are required for effective soil fumigation?

A

18. How are liquid soil fumigants'Applied?

4
*

19. What types of formulations of soil fumigants arp available?

e.

4u
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. FUMIGATION PROCEDURES

Gener4 Informatigp

'This ection deals, with general fumigation procedures which are essentia

to the: fe, effective use df fumigants.

The use of fumigints is Often regulated by lOcal governments. ReguiatiOns
,

are designed to protect the health of those applying :the f \'gants and the

public in general. Regardless of whether the treatments are made it permanent

installations or are carried out once only in a particular place,-it is

necessary that all regulations be observed.

When conducting a fumigation', alwaYS:

1. 'Inspect the premises and make sure the fumigation can be conducted

'without endangering anyone in the area. Post the area with warning

signs.

2. Select the fumigant which-is registered by the E.P.A. for the work i yolved:

3. If the fumigant of choice has no natural warning agent properties,

consider the use'of a combination of fumigants to obtain such a warning

agent. However, do not violate t sidue t lerances.

4. Seal the structure or commodity effectively ( This is the most

/ important part Of any fumigation and is the key to a suCce)sful fumi ation.

Bricki.or cement buildings in'good repair can usually be,fumigated by
:.

. .'4N
sealing ali external openings. Doors and windows should be firmly cloed. ,

and taped or caulked. REmEMBE5)fumigation maybe successfully carrie

out in any structure that can be made gas-tight for the length'of time

required.

5. Place the injection equipment in such a manner as to assure initial

distribution of the igas.

. If' circulating fans are to'be used, place them in a manner. which

o'- properly circulate the gas.

7. Calculate the dosage. All dosage recommendations are made on the basis

of volume (cubic content) of the structure or bushels or tons of grains

and(other 8.017nodities. For regularly shaped square or.xectarigular

4
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structures dosages are calculated b multiplying length by width by,-'

height. ff thevatruc,re is irregular, he volume of each unit should

be calcur ted separately and then added to ther. If the structure.

has:a peake roof, the average between the he ht of the sidewall and
7.,

the distance am'the'lOwest floor:to,the topbf he-ropfmalrbe taken.

as the.height,d ension in calcuiat
.

voluMe
,

Introduce the flamig sin4 fans and heating. apparatus if warr
0.

If practical,t only a fraction of the fumigant should be-applied. T st

for leakage usingapproved detectors and correct leaks if discovereq,

- Then introduce the remaining fumigant.

. .

9,(Proteet thefumigation during the exposure period.' No unauthorized

-

1
rsonnel should be allowed'in the-fumigation site. Periodically check

,,,,___) e ructure for leaks.

10. After the exposure'peAod is clampleted the structure should be aerated;

open as many doors and indows as possible. Ventil'ators and circulating

fans should be used to aid \in withdrawing the fumigant. As soon as the

steps for initial venting are taken,'the fumigators should withdraw

from the immediate vicinity of the fumigated structure and wait 30.
0

minutes.before re-entering. Check for presence of fumigant and continue

aeration procedures. until the structure is free ofgas.

Loading of Chambers

The way commodities loaded in a,chambeehas an effect on fumigation

efficiency that should, be known by all operators. If fumigation.enclosbres

are loaded with ommodities that oc about 3/4 the capacity of the

fumigants have esa tendency to stratify or escape from the chafter than they

excessive ree air space surroundstheload. For)example; if afumi ant

has been properly applied in a normal chamber-load of t, the gas Will come,'

in contact with all of the fruit almost immediately and will.ienetrae a a

rapid rate. Air space betweenthe fruit and the containe4 would tend to hold

gas-charged air until lethal dosages pf.gas had Been taken up by the yfruit.

Absorbed gas would remain in the fruit even though the chamber ha4 air leaks.



' -If, by comparison, piece of harvesting machinery were treated in gsitilar

chamber, practicall1; no fumigant could .be abs)rbed by-the metal. . All wall
4E 'space in the chamber would be exposed to the circulated air and the gas would

1

escape rapidly thro gh any opening which might exist in the chamber. Fumigation

of mechanical equipiient can be made more effective by placing a small blower on

the floor and direc ing the outlet air toward the highest portion.of.the ,

A free air sp ce Should be left over all commoditieS i.The amount of space

will be determined y the size of>the chamber. -The table below should 0' ollowed:

6Size of Ch: er Am britHof'dspace

machine.

.,s

a
up to 2,000 cu. t:

2,000 to 8,000 cu. It.

1 8,000 and.above

20

24

v14
In discussing the lOadin 'chamber, the tens " verloading" and "under-

loading" are used to .express bulk of commodities and not eight,. Air circulation:-

ound and throUgh commodities being fumigated fiery essential. Space must

ex t above the top of the load in order that air and gas may be properly mixed

and di culated as the fumigant is being introduced. If 4ir space in that area

liMite as concentrations-will become excessively high during the intro-
.

ductory per 'o Much of it may be absorbed by commodities in the upper portions

of the load before - dequate air movement can distribute it throughout the

chamber,. Space must b ided beneath the load in order that air dirculation

blowers may recover air as rapidly 't is. discharged. Overloading of chambers

restricts and 'retards gas 4olstribUtion d results in 'uneven doncentrationev

o

gas, incomplete kill of insects,and increa d injury:to susceptible commodities.
. .

). '

Stratification of gas,will not occur during umigation if (i) it is
, .. , ,

°per iy, introduced over the load, -(2) proper type f s are aAd:(3)

provisions are moade'for the.air and gasto circulate, throughout the 'load,

(
The nature of commodities sffould be 'taken into consideration in arranging

A . _
for fumigation. Dry, porous coMitiodities such as hay; stew, corncobs,

or similar products should be loaded in such a manner'thai a few inches Of
i

space are provided between the load and the side walls of the chaMber: Also,
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they should be loaded whenever possible to provide space between tiers of

bags, bales, etc. ProducUs.that do nOt'absorb gas rapidly and,that arlow

suffiCient space between individual items to permit air to move downward

freely may be 'placed directly. against the walls of the chamber,.

A certain aMQunt of the fumigant is'absorbed by practiCally all treated

commodities. if chambers are overloaded withd5y,'sorptive commoditi s, the

concentration ,of gas when firdt applied will bedothe very high 'in 'tti limited

air space. Highly sorptive commodities will consume gas rapidly.

Pumigation chambers that are only partially loaded present problem's which,

in some respects may be more hazardous than those in overloadbd ores. In the

first prep the r circulatory systems designed to move air in loaded

chambers cannot fUn tion properly'\3n empty or partially loaded ones. In loaded

chambers, the air is forced outward above the top of'the load and must be

recovered by blowers after it has passed around and through the load. If the

bulk of theload...is insufficient.to cause the air to,travel in that manner, it

will follow1 the course of least, resistance. Properly installed air circulation

units should direct discharged air along the ceiling and against the opposite

end. of the, enclosure. Intake "air should be recovered from beneath false floors.

If.the load is insufficierit to partially restrict air thovement.bAgeen.dis-

charged air and recovery air, the course, of circulation will becothe triangular in

shape. .Tat is, it'will follow a straight line from the blowet to t opposite

end of the chamber and return directly to the bottom of the chamber eneath the

blown. In. sch instance's,' partial loads will receive an unnecessary amount of

gaS in the limited areas throUgh which the air passes'and not enough gas else-
where in the chamber.

.r . .

The distribution of gas in underloaded chathbers can be controlled by

arranging loads according to the nature of the commodities inv ved. Properly.

Placed loads can be.made to provide effective insect,kill,and venout the ).

amount of gasepbsorbed by the individual items that compose the load, If the

.commodities are closely packaged or,packed'in square containers, they may



be arranged to cover the
. --

that the movement of air

will cause the blower to draw intake air through all portions of the load.

the load is composed of commodities'or containers that offer littld resistance

to air movement, it shoUld be-concentiPated.in the portionOf the enclosure

nearest to the'air cirealatior,unit. The unoccupied portiOn of the false floor

should be 'covered with paper, plastid sheetIng or other air-resistant'material'..

. In SuCh'an arrangement, all blower intake air must pass through' the load and

all of the commodities will_be exposed to the gas.

Regulatory, fumigation schedules wereeSigned

chambers.. Residue tolerances set.by.the Environmental Frotection.Agency'are

governed .to some extent by the amount of residue that accumulates in food or

4.0
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entire surface of the false floor in such manner

throughc,them is restricted. Sufficient air restriction

al/

' -

for use in fulay loaded

.fded products when fumigated with minimum dosages required to kill'Vaqous regu-

lated insects. When normal dosages of fumigants are userLto treat partial loads,

;residues in the commodities will increase'anipperishable commodities will

become more subject to injury. For these reasons, appropriate size chambers
\ -

should be used whenever possible or empty crates or other objects should be

added to simuldte normal loads.

Facts About Air Movement

Most fumigants' in use prior to the deVelopment of methyl bromide and-other

modern fumigants Were applied. without air circulAtion. It wgs not necessary. °

when sulphur'dioxide smoke was usedaS the heat generated by burning sulphur

caused SuffiCient air movement to distribute the gas among the products under

treatment.

The modern fumigants 'used tb treat commodities definitely require air

circulation. rn.order to prevent possible injury to commodities and, to comply

with tolerances.fixed by 'EPA, 'only the minimum dosage necessarYshould be used.

The weight of the gases'and their penetrating abilities make itimperative that

they be miXA-with tSe'air and circulated in'such a manner that the gas'wija

come in conta4 quickly with elt of the coMModities in the load -. Without
L;

adequate air circulaptonl expOsed commodities would trap and hold excessive

quantities of thelaa'and there simply would not be enough .to go around`.

.53
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Various types of airmovement:eguipment may-be used to circulate air and
.

gas in fumigation chambera.,-Satisfactory air circulation does not depend.,

entirely on what - is used to circulate'theair but, more on. flow it is used.°
A

,

For. exaingle, 12 or 14 -inch bladeoffice-type electricfans may be used

satisfactorily under some circumstances. Such fans are.adeguate to,prevent

gas'tratificatiOh when' fumigating such items.as .farm'machinery. They may be

used, also, in smallcambers loaded with loosely packed commodities, provided

'tbe wall of the chamber Opposite-the fan is close enough for air to strike it

with sufficient force to causea rebound:. Small blade type fans are not

satisfactory, if chambers are loaded .with tightlypackedcommodities-or if the

phaMber, is so large that the air loses: its Velocity before it reaches the

opposite wall. It'should be borne in..mind that fans were designed to stir Up
.

air; blowers were designed to move.it from one'
Ivo

plade to another. Unless'small
.,

blade-type fans are housed and provided -with air- intake ducts, they recover only

the air that surrounds them., Such movement-Of fumigants will result in over-
, .

t.

dosages' ih the area affected by, therfan and underdosages elsewhere ,in.

chamber.
5

IWhen fumigating soil in bins'-or in the field, air movement must be retarded

for effective fumigatidfi...":This can be done in severalways. ,After the fumigant_
.

is injected into the soil the surface.can be packed to prevent .aerAionp-A:

flOre:e4fective seal can be made by soaking-the soil surface with water Another

'effidient method of sealing the, soil surface is.to: cover it with polyethylene

film.. The soil type and conditionand the.fumigant.used Will determine the

bead method of sealing the sur;ace,
.,

../.
...-

...

,"
.FacAbout Air Circulation Equipment

' .

^' squirrel ta4e. lowers' with electric...motors or gasoline engines are .superior

,leo.tilde-type fan for,Oirculating air in ,fumigation chambers. There' are 1 '

-...

varilus types. ands zes.of blowers:, In:geherar, the principle Upon which ..they
. . ,

.

operate is much the, same. A° series of parallel, concave vanes are used 'to
f t '6 4

propel air, They-are enclosed in such-a manner that the aiethey pick up can

onlY- ;joe'expelled tl'iroughan opening proVided for,the purpose. In9oming air
,

e
i,channeled through a fixed opefiing. 'irs passing throUgh the bloWer is

-
partially compressed and expelled with considerable fOrce. The air that

. .1 '
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supplies the blOwer is drawn in rapidly. BlOwers must be mounted so that the

air:is dischargtd above the top of the load. A duct ahOuld,be attached to the

blower in such a ma that intake air must originate from beneath the loads.7
It is posaible to visualize the manner in which blowers move air in and Around

commodities by-reaPizing that the discharged air overfills the air space a

the load and is forced to go downward, wherever possible, through the load.

The resultant push-ind-pull effect causes air to move constantly through ev

closely packed commodities.

ye

in selecting blowdifor fumigation chambers, it is important to consider

first the fumigant to be used. When'uyl bro ide, blowers with a rated

cubic foot per minute output sufficient 0 recirculai the number of cubic feet

of air in the chamber about every four -or five minutes may be used. If

ethylene dibromict is to be'used, more powerful blOwers will be necessary

because the air in the chamber must be recirculated at least every two minutes:

Blowers should be mounted near the ceiling on the back walls of the chamber

when er possible, although they may be mounted outside with air intake.and

'outl t:ducts entering the chamber near the floor and the ceiling.

are mounted outside, it is extremely necessary that the duct work

tight; if,not, outside air will be, drawn in before it reaches the

If blowers)

be perfec

blolfr, or,

air will be blown out between the blowerkand the\chambef.

Sometime F.M.,C. syatem),Whi,,ch haaa bloweyriounLd beneath the,false
PI

..4' .

I1pQr near th center of the room,, is used. Ai as dischar ed through,an

1upright air 4tube against the tip of an-inverted cone or def ector which is-

mounted on theceiling. The airspreads in all directions and is recovered

from the pitprovided between solid floor ,and the false floor-. 4his,unit

is_ highly satisfactory inasmuch:as 't.nOt only, circulates the air properly

but also eliminates- possible chambers leakage.

If tall graineldvators -reqUire fumigation, a circulation system anduld"be.

installed. Generally, a closedaYstem is required unl a the entire structure

is fumigated at one time. These systems must be designed they will be

adequate for the size Of storage and the.commodity stored (example: for

wheat, .025 cubic feet of air per minute per bushel should be ci-rculated).

Circulation systems for large elevators should be designed, for each establishment.
.1

A
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Aerating Fumigation Chambers

Free gas should be released and commodities aerated immediately following

fumigation. It is.important to consider and protect human health at all. times.

When a fumigation chamber is inside epacking hquse or any other enclosure

where workmen are likely t.o,be present, intake and exhaust stacks should be

iprovided.. The exhaust stack must.lead outside the building. The intake and

exhaust stacks;should be opened after the fumigation exposure is completed.

The normal air circulation equipmpnt in a chamber can be made to cbriduct air

fromthe chamber to the outside. When a chamber is outsidea building, it may

be aerated safely by opening the door slightly at the beginning of the aeration

periOd and turning the 'blower on. The door should be held in the partially

open position soit cannot accidentally close. Air discharged from the blower

shouad be vented to the. outside of the chamber. If the door_should accidentally

close, t 'he partial vacuum created by the blower may damage the chamber. No one,

should remain near the door or the exhaust when the blower is turned on.,.The

doors may be fully opened after about 31 minutes, bilt Workmen should nOt enter'0

the chambei...entil it has been aerated forat least. 30 minutes and checked with

a.halide detector.

When
V
aerating loads under ,tarps, in buildings, or on still humid days, an:.*

opening should be made by lifting the tarp on the en opposite the blower and

discharging the fumigant with the. blower through an opening near the blower:

If they are aerated in theopen and a breeze is blowing, the erlaide of the,'.

tarp opposite the direction of wind movement should be lifted first, then the

portion of the tarp on the, windward side may be opened safely. If the first

opening is made on: the windward side, concentrated gas will be forced backward

and may endanger operators. Occupants, other than fumigation op erators, should

vacate buildings before tarps aFe aerated.



SELF-HELP QUESTIONS

Now that you have studied this section, answer these questions. ..Write
the answers with,a pencil without referring back to the text.. When you are
satisfied with your answers, see dif you are correct by thecking them in the
text. Erase your answer and write in'the correct answer if your first
answer is wrong.

1. How is the volume of a structure with a peaked roof computed fora fumigation
operation?`

1")

2. How much time shOuId elapse between
of personnel nto the structure?

aerating a fumigated structure and entry

(
3. Why-should,headspace be left-aboVe the commodity being fumigated in a

chamber?

P
4

4. What are some of the difficulties in properly fumigating underloaded chambers?.

,

5. Why should fumigation chambers be equipped with means of circulating air?

6, How can air movement be retarded in soil that is being fumigated?

41

7. Where shoulcan air blower discharge

8. How does the

9., flow should a
building?

FMC blower system ivork?

its air within a fumigation chamber?

fdmigation chamber be aerated if it is located inside 'a
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